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The increasing availability of location-acquisition technologies has enabled collecting large-scale spatiotemporal trajectories, from
which we can derive semantic information in urban environments, including location, time, direction, speed, and point of interest.
Such semantic information can give us a semantic interpretation of movement behaviors of moving objects. However, existing
semantic enrichment process approaches, which can produce semantic trajectories, are generally time-consuming. In this
paper, we propose an efficient semantic enrichment process framework to annotate spatiotemporal trajectories by using
geographic and application domain knowledge. The framework mainly includes preannotated semantic trajectory storage
phase, spatiotemporal similarity measurement phase, and semantic information matching phase. Having observed the common
trajectories in the same geospatial object scenes, we propose a semantic information matching algorithm to match semantic
information in preannotated semantic trajectories to new spatiotemporal trajectories. In order to improve the efficiency of this
approach, we build a spatial index to enhance the preannotated semantic trajectories. Finally, the experimental results based on
a real dataset demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed approaches.

1. Introduction

Spatiotemporal trajectories record the spatiotemporal posi-
tion sequences of moving objects. The increasing access to
positioning device technologies, such as smartphones,
GPS-enabled cameras and sensors, results in vast volumes
of collected spatiotemporal trajectories. Analyzing and min-
ing spatiotemporal trajectories can study in depth various
fields such as traffic coordination and management (e.g.,
road flow monitoring), tourist route recommendation, and
natural disaster early warning (e.g., typhoon prediction).
However, many applications in the mobility domain require
a semantic interpretation of movement information. This
semantic interpretation is usually obtained by mining
semantic trajectories, which is the fusion of spatiotemporal
trajectories and semantic information. Location-based social
networks (LBSN), such as Twitter and Weibo, produce mul-
tifaceted semantic information, which contains the moving

state of moving objects (e.g., speed and direction) and envi-
ronment information (e.g., air temperature and spatial topo-
logical relationship) [1]. Combing semantic information,
such as user’s personalized characteristics, landmark names,
user’s interest, and occupation into the user’s spatiotemporal
trajectories, will contribute to the recommendation of
nearby hot spots of interest for users [2, 3]. It can be seen
that mining semantic trajectories [4] can better meet the
needs of decision analysis applications.

Different from spatiotemporal trajectories obtained by
position-aware devices, semantic trajectories must be gener-
ated through semantic trajectory modeling. Semantic trajec-
tory modeling includes trajectory data preprocessing,
trajectory segmentation, and semantic enrichment. Among
them, the semantic enrichment process is the key stage,
which annotates appropriate semantic information (e.g.,
behavior attributes, environment information, and domain
knowledge) in spatiotemporal trajectories. With different
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sources, complex types, and diverse forms of semantic infor-
mation, there are different semantic enrichment process
approaches.

The existing semantic enrichment process approaches
can be divided into three categories: (1) Early approaches
directly annotate velocity and direction in spatiotemporal
trajectories. Due to lacking rich semantic information,
the results of mining semantic trajectories annotated by
early approaches have a low semantic interpretation. (2)
Part approaches annotate domain knowledge in spatio-
temporal trajectories through ontology. However,
approaches based on ontology transform a semantic tra-
jectory into RDF graph description [5], which causes the
finding and reasoning semantic trajectories time-
consuming. (3) Typical approaches annotate geographical
object information, including areas of interest (ROIs),
lines of interest (LOIs), and points of interest (POIs),
through the spatial join [6] algorithm and map matching
[7] algorithm. The execution time of [6, 7] is linearly cor-
related with the number of geospatial objects, which
results in high time consumption. It can be seen that
the existing semantic enrichment process approaches have
the disadvantage of high time consumption.

On the other hand, given movement trajectories limited
by topological relationship of urban road networks, there are
common movement trajectories in the same geospatial
object scenes. For example, commuters departing from the
Tsinghua Park residential usually take Metro Line 4 to Bei-
jing Zhongguancun SOHO Building. Due to traffic restric-
tions, it is easy to collect a large number of identical
commuting trajectories. Obviously, new commuting trajec-
tory information can be directly attached to historical com-
muting trajectories. Similarly, it is possible to directly
annotate the semantic information in a preannotated
semantic trajectory to new spatiotemporal trajectories.
Using preannotated semantic trajectories for enrichment
does not need a complicated computation and annotation
process, which may avoid an inefficient semantic enrich-
ment process.

In this paper, we propose a new semantic enrichment
process approach named Efficient Semantic Enrichment
Process for Spatiotemporal Trajectories based on Semantic
Information Matching (SEPSIM), which firstly uses seman-
tic information in preannotated semantic trajectories for
annotating spatiotemporal trajectories. We first store pre-
annotated semantic trajectories in the form of episodes.
In this phase, we segment semantic trajectories into stop
or move episodes. Then, we measure the spatiotemporal
similarity between subtrajectories and episodes. The simi-
larity of stop subtrajectories and move subtrajectories is
measured, respectively. Finally, we propose a new algo-
rithm named Semantic Information Matching Algorithm
based on Similar Episodes (SESIM), which can match
semantic information of episodes to a new trajectory. In
order to put down the search cost of metrics and match-
ing, we build a spatial index to store episodes of preanno-
tated semantic trajectories.

In summary, this article makes the following
contributions:

(i) We propose an efficient semantic enrichment pro-
cess framework (SEPSIM) for spatiotemporal trajec-
tories based on semantic information matching. It
includes three phases: preannotated semantic trajec-
tory storage, spatiotemporal similarity measure-
ment, and semantic information matching. In
order to improve the efficiency of the SEPSIM
approach, we establish a spatial index

(ii) We propose a new standard to measure the effec-
tiveness of semantic enrichment process
approaches. Also, we compared different semantic
enrichment process approaches in efficiency

(iii) In order to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of
the SEPSIM approach, experiments were performed
by using the real trajectory dataset. The results
prove the high effectiveness and efficiency of the
SEPSIM approach

2. Related Work

There are different semantic enrichment process approaches
with different sources, complex types, and various forms of
semantic information. Early semantic enrichment process
approaches directly annotate velocity and direction in spa-
tiotemporal trajectories, which generate semantic trajecto-
ries as stop and move subtrajectory sequences. Ashbrook
and Starner [8] calculated the moving speed (whether the
speed is zero) to identify stop subtrajectories. Due to poor
speed measurement and other reasons, semantic trajectory
stop segments do not match actual situation. Krumm and
Horvitz [9] calculated the speed and direction to identify
stop subtrajectories; Palma et al. [10] set the subtrajectory
below the average speed as a stop subtrajectory, generating
the semantic trajectory consisting of stop and move subtra-
jectories. In addition to calculating the moving speed, Zheng
et al. [11] also calculated the acceleration and speed change
rate to discover move subtrajectories with different modes
of transportation (e.g., bicycles, buses, and self-driving) to
enrich the semantic trajectory. Although early semantic
enrichment process approaches were fast in annotation, the
semantic information was not rich enough.

Part semantic enrichment process approaches annotate
domain knowledge as semantic information through ontol-
ogy. Spaccapietra et al. [12] first proposed an ontological
method for semantic trajectory modeling. Based on the con-
cepts of “stop” and “move,” the ontology was used to define
semantic trajectories, and the semantic information of tra-
jectories was further enhanced using the reasoning ability
of ontology. Baglioni et al. [13] extended the definition of
Baglioni’s ontology and proposed the concept of core ontol-
ogy, which formally describes the concepts of stop, move,
time, place, and mode in human mobile behavior, further
enriching the definition of semantic trajectories. In 2014,
Vandecasteele et al. [14] combined semantic trajectories
with semantic events. Nogueira et al. [15] proposed the Qua-
liTraj ontology to describe the various motion characteristics
of original trajectories, especially the derivative characteris-
tics, such as speed, acceleration, and direction. Nogueira
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and Martin [16] proposed a new ontology based on Quali-
Traj ontology with stronger information description ability,
namely, Semantic Trajectory Episodes (STEP) ontology. It
can not only describe basic motion characteristics but also
describe environmental characteristics of moving trajecto-
ries on a higher semantic level. In 2018, Nogueira et al.
[17] proposed the FrameSTEP, a semantic trajectory labeling
framework based on STEP ontology. This method can calcu-
late various physical movements and spatial geometric fea-
tures of trajectory segments and use external reliable
resources (such as OSM and LinkedGeoData geographic
knowledge base) to label the environmental features of tra-
jectories. However, approaches based on ontology need to
represent semantic trajectories as RDF graphical descrip-
tions, which results in time consumption.

The main source of information on semantic enrichment
is geospatial objects with geometric features in geographical
objects, including regions of interest (ROI), lines of interest
(LOI), and points of interest (POI) [18]. At present, the typ-
ical semantic enrichment processing method uses the spatial
join algorithm [6] to find the regions of interest (ROI) that
have a topological relationship with spatiotemporal trajecto-
ries and label the regions of interest associated with spatio-
temporal trajectories and the corresponding topological
relationship. This algorithm needs to combine the external
environment information (e.g., OSM map and Baidu map)
to select the regions of interest associated with spatiotempo-
ral trajectories. The execution time of the algorithm is line-
arly related to the number of geospatial objects, resulting
in high time complexity and low semantic enrichment per-
formance in the spatial connection process. For points of
interest (POI), Sun et al. used an implicit Markov model
[19] to label the POI categories for staying segments of spa-
tiotemporal trajectories, but in the regions with intensive
POI, staying segments may be related to multiple interest
points. Coupled with the low GPS sampling rate, it is diffi-
cult to identify effective POIs. On the other hand, the LOI
labeling method often uses a global map matching algorithm
[7] to determine the location of spatiotemporal trajectories.
Parent et al. proposed a “point-segment distance” measure-
ment method [7] to replace the original distance function
in the global map matching algorithm, which is suitable for
labeling lines of interest in geographical scenarios such as
dense road networks, parallel roads, and intersections. The
global matching algorithm needs to perform metric match-
ing on trajectory segments where spatiotemporal trajectories
are located, which easily results in high time complexity of
algorithm execution and low semantic enrichment
performance.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we will present definitions of all necessary
concepts used in this paper and formally state the problem.

3.1. Basic Concepts. The SEPSIM approach proposed in this
paper is aimed at annotating semantic information of prean-
notated semantic trajectories in spatiotemporal trajectories.
The input of this problem is a trajectory, short for a spatio-

temporal trajectory. Thus, we provide the definition of “tra-
jectory” at first.

Definition 1 (trajectory). A trajectory T is a sequence of sam-
pling points in the form T = fp1, p2,⋯pjTjg, pi = ð tid, xi, yi
, tiÞ, where tid is an object identifier and x, y and t are spatial
coordinates and a time stamp, respectively. ∣T ∣ records the
number of sampling points in trajectory T .

Definition 2 (subtrajectory). A subtrajectory is a substring of
a trajectory, i.e., Ts = fpi+1, pi+2, pi+3,⋯, pi+mg, where 0 ≤ i
≤ jTj −m,m ≥ 0.

Definition 3 (stop subtrajectory and move subtrajectory).
Given the distance threshold ε and the number of point
thresholdminpts, a DBSCAN cluster [20] analyzes the tra-
jectory T . Each cluster is a stop subtrajectory of the trajec-
tory. If each pi in Ts = fpi+1, pi+2, pi+3,⋯, pi+mg is an
outlier, Ts is a stop subtrajectory (stopTs). If point pi is in
the end of a stop subtrajectory and point pi+m+1 is in the
beginning of another stop subtrajectory, i +m < ∣T ∣ , Ts is
a move subtrajectory (moveTs).

Then, we define “semantic trajectory” as the output of
this problem. The main source of information on semantic
enrichment is geospatial objects in geographical environ-
ment. For this reason, the semantic information matching
in this paper refers to geospatial object information match-
ing. First, we give the basic related to semantic information.

Definition 4 (geospatial object). According to geometric
shapes, geographical objects are divided into three catego-
ries: region of interest (ROI), line of interest (LOI), and
point of interest (POI). In this paper, we refer to ROIs, LOIs,
and POIs collectively as geospatial objects. A geospatial
object Go is defined as a uniquely identified specific space
site (e.g., a park, a road, or a cinema). A Go is a quad ðid,
cat, loc, conÞ, where id represents a geospatial object identi-
fier and cat denotes the category of it (e.g., ROI, LOI, and
POI), and loc denotes its corresponding location attribute
in terms of longitude and latitude coordinates and con
denotes its name.

Definition 5 (topological relation). For different types of
geospatial objects, the topological relationship between sub-
trajectory Ts and the geospatial object Go is defined as the
following seven types: Ts pass by Go (Go is a LOI), Ts pass
by Go (Go is a POI), Ts pass by Go (Go is a ROI), Ts across
Go (Go is a ROI), Ts enter Go (Go is a ROI), Ts leave Go
(Go is a ROI), and Ts stop inside Go (Go is a ROI).

Definition 6 (episode). An episode [21] is a subtrajectory of
semantically homogeneous sections of a trajectory, such as
move episode and stop episode. We define an episode as a
multilayered semantic sequence aligned in accordance with
the time of a subtrajectory, i.e., episode = ðTs, sp, dir, geoinf
Þ, where Ts denotes the episode corresponding to trajectory
segments, sp denotes the average speed of an episode, dir
denotes the direction of an episode, and geoinf denotes the
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episode corresponding geospatial information. The form of a
specific episode is shown in Figure 1.

Definition 7 (semantic trajectory). A semantic trajectory ST
is a sequence of episodes in a spatiotemporal order of a mov-
ing object, i.e., ST = fepisode1, episode2,⋯, episodejSTjg.

The list of major symbols and notations in this paper is
summarized in Table 1.

3.2. Problem Statement. Given a trajectoryT , a preannotated
semantic trajectory dataset OST, two clustering thresholds ε
and minpts, four radii r1, r2, r3, r4, and a similarity threshold
σ, our goal is to annotate semantic information of preanno-
tated semantic trajectories in trajectory T , which can trans-
form trajectory T to semantic trajectory ST.

4. Framework

In this section, we will present the SEPSIM framework
including preannotated semantic trajectory storage phase,
spatiotemporal similarity measurement phase, and semantic
information matching phase. Figure 2 outlines this
framework.

Preannotated Semantic Trajectory Storage. Given the
preannotated semantic trajectory dataset OST, the first step
is to store them. In order to prevent reducing the semantic
information matching accuracy, preannotated semantic tra-
jectories are stored in the form of episodes, which are rep-
resentative and diverse. Semantic trajectories are segmented
into episodes by the moving state (stop/move) of the mov-
ing object. The output of this phase is a set of stop episodes
and move episodes, which can represent and describe a cer-
tain region.

Spatiotemporal Similarity Measurement. Given a trajec-
tory T , the spatial-temporal similarity is measured between
T and episodes obtained in the first phase. We first segment
trajectory T into stop/move subtrajectories by DBSCAN
clustering. Then, there are two subproblems that need to
be solved: how to measure the similarity between the stop
subtrajectory and stop episode and how to measure the sim-
ilarity between the move subtrajectory and move episode. To
solve the problem above, we propose the algorithms based
on the Hausdorff distance [22] and based on the Longest
Common Subsequence (LCS) [23], respectively. The output
of this phase is stop and move episodes, which satisfy the
specified similarity condition.

Semantic Information Matching. Semantic information
of similar stop/move episodes is matched to trajectory Tin
this phase, through the proposed semantic information
matching algorithm (SESIM). The algorithm consists of
two subphases: candidate episode sorting and semantic
information mapping. We aim to generate a semantic trajec-
tory ST that contains the most semantic information. For
part subtrajectories which have no matching information,
we complete the semantic enrichment process of ST by using
the typical approach.

4.1. Preannotated Semantic Trajectory Storage. After we get
the preannotated semantic trajectory dataset OST, the first

task is to store them for the matching phase. Storing all pre-
annotated semantic trajectories can reduce the workload of
storage and search, but the effectiveness and efficiency of
the matching phase between complete trajectories are poor.
And storing complete preannotated semantic trajectories
with corresponding episodes causes data redundancy. In
order to ensure complete semantic information and avoid
data redundancy, we choose to store preannotated semantic
trajectories in forms of episodes. However, episodes can only
be obtained through trajectory segmentation. There are two
kinds of trajectory segmentation methods: segment accord-
ing to geospatial objects and segment according to the mov-
ing state of the moving object. With complex and irregular
distribution and a large number of geospatial objects, seg-
mentation according to geospatial objects is easy to cause
trajectory fragments and time consumption. Meanwhile,
segmentation according to the moving state of moving
objects has the advantages of high segmentation efficiency
and clear segmentation rules. So, we choose to segment spa-
tiotemporal trajectories by the moving state of moving
objects. For the reason that the stop of the moving object
produces trajectory point gathering, we segment preanno-
tated semantic trajectories into stop/move episodes by
DBSCAN clustering.

Given a preannotated semantic trajectory dataset OST
and a new coming preannotated episode, there are three sit-
uations to compare with the episodes in the dataset OST.
The first case is the newly episode not repeated in the dataset
OST at all, the second case is partial repetition but not com-
plete repetition compared with the dataset OST, and the
third case is complete repetition. If all preannotated episodes
were stored, it will cause querying multiple repeated epi-
sodes with the increasing dataset, which reduces the effi-
ciency of the similarity measurement and matching phase.
Therefore, there is a challenge: which preannotated episodes
stored can guarantee to avoid redundancy and ensure the
effectiveness and efficiency of matching.

To solve the challenge above, we choose to store repre-
sentative and diverse preannotated episodes to build the
dataset OST. The semantic information of the semantic epi-
sodes (spatial information and geospatial environment
information) represents the geospatial environment charac-
teristics of a certain region. Therefore, the representative
semantic episode of a certain region is defined as the episode
with the same or partial spatial information and incomplete
semantic information compared with preannotated episodes
in the set semantic trajectories OST. The diversity of epi-
sodes is reflected in the diversity of geospatial environment
information, which can enrich the characteristics of a certain
region. So, we define the diverse episode as an episode
with new geospatial environment information compared
with preannotated episodes in the dataset OST. In this
paper, the representative and diverse episodes are obtained
through trajectory classification in Figure 3. For a given
preannotated episode dataset, we first classify it according
to spatial information and then classify it according to
geospatial information and topological relationship, and
finally, the leaf nodes store fine-grained representative
and diverse preannotated episodes for matching. The
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output of this phase is a set of representative and diverse
stop/move episodes of the set semantic trajectory OST,
which represent a certain region.

4.2. Spatiotemporal Similarity Measurement. For an incom-
ing trajectory T , we compare it with episodes to find similar
episodes. Once we find the similar episodes, we can match
the semantic information of episodes to trajectory T . Giving
the limitation of topological relationship of urban road net-
works, there are many similar or the same trajectory seg-
ments. So, we first segment trajectory T into stop/moveT s
by DBSCAN clustering. Then, we solve the two problems:
the similarity between stop subtrajectory and stop episode
(stop trajectories) measurements and the similarity between
move subtrajectory and move episode (move trajectories)
measurements. Next, we will discuss the algorithm to solve
these two problems, respectively, in the following
algorithms.

The Algorithm to Determine the Similarity between Stop
Trajectories. To our knowledge, there is no basic method
for measuring the similarity of stop trajectories in the
Euclidean space. In this paper, the stop Ts and stop episode
are clusters of trajectory points obtained by DBSCAN clus-
tering. The similarity measurement of the stop T s and stop
episode can be regarded as similarity measurement of point
sets. Therefore, we view each stop trajectory, which is a stop
Ts or a stop episode, as point sets. The algorithm proposed
in this paper consists of two steps: (1) similar region deter-
mination and (2) similarity measurement based on the
Hausdorff distance. Given the fact that the closer the space,
the more similar the trajectories, we first narrow the metric
range of stop episodes down and remain stop Ts with
greater likelihood of similarity. Then, we calculate the Haus-
dorff distance between each stop Ts in stopTs set of T and
stop episodes in stop EpisodeSet of OST sequentially. Finally,
stop episodes meeting similar conditions are remained.

Speed

Direction

Geo
formation

Ts
Re

la
te

d 
at

tri
bu

te
s

Across park

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9

Time

24 km/h

South

Pass road

Pass park Pass playground
Enter palace

Figure 1: Example of an episode.

Table 1: Table of notations.

Notations Definition

T A spatio-temporal trajectory

Ts A subtrajectory of T

stopTs A stop subtrajectory of the trajectory T

moveTs A move subtrajectory of the trajectory T

Go A geospatial object

episode A subtrajectory of a semantic trajectory

stop episode A stop subtrajectory of a semantic trajectory

move episode A move subtrajectory of a semantic trajectory

ST A semantic trajectory

OST ST1, ST2,⋯f g The set of semantic trajectories

ε The DBSCAN clustering distance threshold

minpts The DBSCAN clustering point number threshold

r1, r2, r3, r4 Four similar region radii

σ The similarity threshold

stopTs set The set of stopTs of T

moveTs set The set of moveTs of T

stop EpisodeSet The set of stop episodes of OST

move EpisodeSet The set of move episodes of OST
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In the first step, we narrow the number of stop episodes
down and remain stop episodes with high similar probability
to each stop Ts of T . Firstly, we convert each stop Ts to a
point set P by assigning the latitude and longitude coordi-
nates of each stop Ts to the x, y coordinates of the point
set O (lines 1-5). According to the minimum circumscribed
point o in point set P and the given radius r1, we draw a cir-

cular area Circle1 as the similar region of the stop Ts (line
6). All the stop episodes that intersect with or are inside
Circle1 are extracted for similarity measurement. If there
are no stop episodes in a similar region, there is no similar
stop episode to the stop Ts. Otherwise, we convert stop epi-
sodes extracted in a similar region to point sets EsetðE1ð
stop Episode1,Þ,⋯, Enðstop Episoden,ÞÞ in the second step

Semantic
trajectory

data

Trajectory T

Sematric
Trajectory

ST

Trajectory

R-tree index

Representative and diverse
pre-annotated episodes

Measure similarity

Semantic trajectory
Time

Enter the
summer
palace

24 km/h

South

Pass Wanquanhe road

Pass xiyuan
playground

Pass haidian
park

Across
tringhua
science

park

SP

dir

Geoinf

Ts

Re
la

te
d 

at
tr

ib
ut

e

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10P11P12P13P14P15P16

Semantic trajectory segment

Segment by the moving
date (stop/move)

Semantic trajectory storage

A set of stop/move episodes

Spatiotemporal similarity

Determine the similarity
between tranjectories based
on hausdorff distance and
the LCS

Similar episodes

Semantic information

Match geoinf with the
SESIM algorithm

Create a spatial index.

measurement

matching

Figure 2: The framework of the SEPSIM process.

Region1

Spacei SpacenSpace1

GonGon GonGo1Go1Go1

Pass PassAcross AcrossEnter EnterLeave LeaveStop Stop

•••

••••••

•••

•••

•••

Figure 3: Principle of the trajectory classification.
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(lines 7-10). Figure 4 shows the similar region determination
of each stop Ts.

Then, we calculate the Hausdorff distance between P and
each point set Ei in a similar region (lines 11-13). Finally, the
point set Ei, which has the minimum Hausdorff distance to
point set P, was returned. The stop episode corresponding
to the point set Ei is the most similar episode to the stop
Ts (lines 14-16).

The Algorithm to Determine the Similarity between Move
Trajectories. Generally, move episodes are not completely
similar to the entire subtrajectory. In academia, this kind
of similarity measurement is called the local matching of
the trajectories. Existing local matching methods include
the Frechet distance [24], Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) [23], and K Best Connected Trajectories [25]. The
Frechet distance method is sensitive to a noise trajectory
point; the K Best Connected Trajectory method can only
query a few elements and is mainly used for recommending
tourist routes. The Longest Common Subsequence (LCS)
method is different from the previous similarity measure-
ment methods. The previous methods focus on calculating
the distance between point pairs of trajectories. The LCS
method takes into account the movement of vehicles, which
is restricted by the road network. If vehicles travel on the
same road segment, the trajectories passing through the road
segment may completely overlap, which is consistent with
the thought of the SEPSIM approach. Therefore, the degree
of overlap between trajectories can be used as a criterion
for similarity.

The LCS method is only suitable for trajectory data gen-
erated on the road network, and the time complexity is Oð
m ∗ nÞ. However, the LCS method has the advantage of
not considering departure time and driving speed of trajec-
tories and is robust to noise, which is consistent with the sit-
uation of the experimental data in this paper. Therefore, we
propose the algorithm to determine the similarity between
move trajectories based on the LCS. The detail of the LCS
method can be found in [23].

This algorithm consists of three steps: (1) similar region
determination, (2) measurement range determination, and
(3) similarity measurement based on LCS. First, we filter
move episodes that are likely similar in each move Ts simi-
lar region [26]. Then, the subtrajectory part of the move epi-
sode that is similar to T is determined. Finally, we calculate
the similarity between move episodes and the corresponding
similar subtrajectory of T based on the LCS method. The
long common subsequence obtains the similarity and retains
move episodes that meet the similarity threshold. The same
operation is performed on each move Ts.

We use the same way to draw the similar region of each
move Ts in moveTs set of T . In the first step, we draw a cir-
cular area Circle2 with a given radius r2 and a circle point o,
which is the center of each move Ts, as the similar region of
each move Ts (lines 1 and 2). Each move episode that inter-
sects with or is inside the circle is extracted for measurement
range determination, which is the candidate move episode
set Eset (lines 3-5). For each move episode in a similar region,
we draw two circular areas Circle3 and Circle4 with the given

radii r3 and r4 and two circle points, which are the beginning
and end point of each move episode (lines 6-9). Given that
the trajectories are partially similar, we then confirm the
measurement ranges of trajectory T , where each move epi-
sode measures the similarity. The part of trajectory T , which
is tangent to the two circles Circle3 and Circle4, is the mea-
surement range corresponding to each move episode.
Figure 5 shows similar region determination and measure-
ment range of each stop Ts of T .

In the third step, we calculate the similarity simSeqð
move episode, moveTsÞ based on the Longest Common
Subsequence (LCS) method (lines 9 and 10). If the simSeq
is greater than or equal to the given similarity threshold σ,
the move episode is similar to the part trajectory T . We
remain the move episodes as simMove EpisodeSet, which
meet the similarity threshold (lines 11-13).

4.3. Semantic Information Matching. In this phase, we aim to
match semantic information of episodes EpisodeSet
remained in the spatiotemporal similarity measurement
phase to the trajectory T . The simStop EpisodeSet remained
are the most similar ones corresponding to the part trajec-
tory T , and all the similarities of simMove EpisodeSet are
greater than or equal to 95%, which are identical to T in spa-
tial information. Given a trajectory T and a set of similar
episodes EpisodeSet, the episodes corresponding to T have
the following three matching ways shown in Figure 6. Obvi-
ously, there is a problem that needs to be solved: how to
determine if the selected episodes are the best combination
in the similar episode set for matching T to ST, which has
the most semantic information.

To solve the problem, we propose a Semantic Informa-
tion Matching Algorithm based on Similar Episodes
(SESIM). This algorithm consists of two steps: (1) similar
episode sorting and (2) semantic information matching.
According to measurement range determination in the sec-
ond phase, we first sort similar episodes meeting similar
conditions by the spatial coordinate sequence of the trajec-
tory T . Then, we model the problem as a knapsack problem
to match semantic information.

Similar Episode Sorting. Given a trajectory T and a set of
similar episodes simStop EpisodeSet, we first measure the
similar range of the trajectory T corresponding to similar
episodes with the same solution in the step of measurement
range determination. In this step, we convert the set of

Similar region

Stop Ts

Stop episode3
Stop episode2

Stop episode1

Figure 4: Similar region determination of each stop Ts of T .
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similar episodes to the candidate set EpisodeiðEpisodei, ð
Pbegin, PendÞ, VðiÞ, LðiÞÞ, where Pbegin and Pend are the begin-
ning and end trajectory points of subtrajectory Ts, respec-
tively, corresponding to simStop EpisodeSet, LðiÞ is the
number of sampling points in Ts, and VðiÞ is the number
of geospatial information in simStop EpisodeSet (lines 1-5).
Then, we sort the set E by the position of Pbegin in trajectory
T (lines 6-10).

Semantic Information Matching. In this step, we aim to
select the best combination of episodes in set E for matching
the semantic trajectory with most semantic information. We
extend a knapsack algorithm, considering the number of
sampling points of the trajectory T as the capacity of the
backpack W and the number of geospatial information in
E as the value of the episode. In start matching from the
end sampling point Pend of the trajectory T , we aim to max-
imize the total value of the entire backpack. Given the candi-
date set EfEpisodeiðEpisodei, ðPbegin, PendÞ, VðiÞ, LðiÞÞg, we
define the value of the trajectory T using the following for-
mula: SemScoreðjTjÞ =Max ðSemScoreðjTj − 1Þ, SemScore
ðjTj − LðiÞÞ +VðiÞÞ (lines 11-18).

4.4. Space Index Establishment. To quickly get the preanno-
tated semantic episodes similar to trajectory T , we use the
space attribute of trajectory data to establish a space index
for saving and querying episodes quickly, which will
improve the efficiency of the SEPSIM approach.

The establishment of the space index is related to the
query target. The index in this section is used to query epi-
sodes similar to the trajectory T s. Therefore, the elements
stored in the space index should be trajectory edge data.
The common space index includes R-tree index [27], quad-
tree index [28], and grid index [29]. The elements stored
in the spatial index are episodes, which are essentially trajec-
tory edge data. The quad-tree index is only adapted to query
a trajectory point. The large number of unevenly distributed
geospatial objects causes the grid index to be inefficient.
Meanwhile, the R-tree index can be efficient in the unevenly
distributed dataset in this paper by ensuring the balance of
the tree. Therefore, we create and maintain an R-tree index
for preannotated episodes. With this index, we can compare
an incoming subtrajectory Ts with preannotated episodes in
the index, which are inside or intersect with the subtrajec-
tory Ts.

5. Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on real
trajectory datasets to compare the effectiveness and effi-
ciency between the proposed approach SEPSIM in this paper
and the typical approach based on the spatial join algorithm
and map matching algorithm as the baseline approach.

5.1. Experimental Settings. We evaluate our approach on the
GeoLife dataset. This trajectory dataset was collected in
(Microsoft Research Asia) GeoLife project by 182 users in
a period of over five years (from April 2007 to August
2012), which contains 17,621 trajectories with a total dis-
tance of 1,292,951 kilometers and a total duration of

Input : stop Ts set , stop EpisodeSet , r1
Output : simStop EpisodeSet
1 for each stop Ts ∈ stop Ts set do
2 for each Piðx, yÞ ∈ stop Ts do
3 Oiðx, yÞ⟵ Piðx, yÞ;
4 i + +
5 Insert Oi intoOsetðstop TsÞ ;
6 Circle c =minCircleðOsetðstop TsÞ, r1Þ;
7 for each stop Episodei ∈ stop EpisodeSet do
8 if stop Episodei in or insertCircle c then
9 Eiðstop EpisodeiÞ⟵ EpisodeTransferPointðstop EpisodeiÞ
10 Insert Ei into EsetðE1ðstop Episode1,Þ,⋯, Enðstop Episoden,Þ;
11 for each Eiðstop EpisodeiÞ ∈ Eset do
12 distanceðstop EpisodeiÞ⟵Hausdorffðstop Episodei, stop Ts Þ
13 insert distanceðstop EpisodeiÞ into distanceset ;
14 for each distanceðstop EpisodeiÞ ∈ distanceset do
15 simStop Episodei =MinDistanceðdistanceðstop EpisodeiÞÞ;
16 return simStop EpisodeSet ;

Algorithm 1: Similarity measurement of the stop trajectory (SMST).

Similar region

Circle4

Circle3

Move episode1
Move Ts

Figure 5: Similar region determination and measurement range of
each stop Ts of T .
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Input: move Ts set ,move EpisodeSet , d, r2, r3, r4, σ
Output: simMove EpisodeSet
1 for each move Ts ∈move TS set do
2 Circle C =minCircleðmove Ts, r2Þ;
3 for each move Episodei ∈moveEpisodeSet do
4 ifmove Episodei in or insertCircle c then
5 insert move Episodei into Esetðmove Episode1,⋯,move EpisodenÞ ;
6 for each move Episodei ∈ Eset do
7 Circle C1 = minCircleðmove Episodei, Pbegin, r3Þ;
8 Circle C2 = minCircleðmove Episodei, Pend , r4Þ;
9 ifmove TS tangentCircle C1 andCircle C2 then
10 SimSeqðmove TS,move EpisodeiÞ = LCSðmove TS,move EpisodeiÞ;
11 ifSimSeqðmove TS,move EpisodeiÞ ≥ σ then
12 insert move Episodei into simMove EpisodeSet ; ;
13 return simMove EpisodeSet ;

Algorithm 2: Similarity measurement of the move trajectory (SMMT).

Episode2

Episode1

Trajectory T

(a) Similar episodes with large overlaps

Episode2

Episode1

Trajectory T

(b) Similar episodes with few overlaps

Episode2

Episode1
Trajectory T

(c) Similar episodes with no overlaps

Figure 6: Tree matching types of similar episodes.

Input: T , EpisodeSetfsimStop EpisodeSet , simMove EpisodeSetg
Output: ST
1 for each Episodei ∈ EpisodeSet do
2 Pbegin, Pend ⟵MeasurementRangesDetermination ðEpisodei, TÞ;
3 VðiÞ⟵GetGeoinf NumberðEpisodeiÞ;
4 LðiÞ⟵GetNumberTrajPointðEpisodei, TÞ;
5 insert Pbegin, Pend , VðiÞ, LðiÞ into EpisodeiðEpisodei, ðPbegin, PendÞ, VðiÞ, LðiÞÞ;
6 for each Episodei do
7 Insert Episodeið Episodei, ðPbegin, PendÞ, VðiÞ, LðiÞÞinto set E;
8 SortByTrajSpatialðEÞ;
9 for i = 0 to jTj do
10 SemScoreð0Þ = 0;
11 ifPend inEpisodei equal PendinT do
12 SemScoreðjTjÞ =Max ðSemScoreðjTj − 1Þ, SemScoreðjTj − LðiÞ + VðiÞÞÞ
13 for each Episodei in SemScoreðjTjÞ
14 ST⟵MatchSemanticInf ððEpisodeiÞ
15 return ST ;

Algorithm 3: Semantic information matching algorithm based on similar episodes (SIM).
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50,176 hours. These trajectories were recorded by different
GPS loggers and GPS phones and have a variety of sampling
rates. The majority of the data was created in Beijing, China,
and the data size is 1.87GB. In this paper, all the preanno-
tated semantic trajectories are generated by the typical
approach. Both algorithms are implemented in Java and on
computers with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 (2.10GHz)
and 32GB memory.

5.2. Effectiveness. There is no clear and unified definition for
the effectiveness of the semantic enrichment process. In this
paper, we propose a new standard to measure the effective-
ness of the algorithm proposed in this paper. For a trajectory
T , we view the semantic trajectory ST1 generated by the typ-
ical approach as the standard one and compare the semantic
trajectory ST2 generated by the SEPSIM approach with its
difference. Firstly, we segment ST1 and ST2 by the move
state. Then, we compared the accuracy of each pair of sub-
trajectories Ts1 and T s2 between ST1 and ST2. The effec-
tiveness of ST2 generated by the SEPSIM process
approach is defined as the average accuracy of matched
semantic information.

Effectiveness ST2ð Þ = ∑Ts2:Accuracy ∗ Ts2:Count
ST2:Count

, ð1Þ

Ts2:Accuracy =
matchedGeoInf of Ts2:Count
standardGeoInf of Ts1:Count

, ð2Þ

where semantic trajectory ST2 is generated by the SEP-
SIM approach of a given trajectory, Ts2. Accuracy means
the correct matched semantic information accuracy of
the subtrajectory Ts2 compared to corresponding subtra-
jectory Ts1 in ST1, which is defined as the ratio of correct
matched semantic information quantity in Ts2
(matchedGeoInf of Ts2:Count) to the standard semantic
information quantity inTs2 (standardGeoInf of Ts1:Count
); Ts2:Count and ST2:Count represent the number of sam-
pling points contained in T s2 and semantic trajectory ST2.
Obviously, the higher the average accuracy of a matched
subtrajectory, the more effective our proposed algorithm
will be.

Figure 7(a) shows the change in effectiveness with the
increasing preannotated trajectories. Obviously, after pro-
cessing more and more preannotated trajectories, the
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(a) Effectiveness using preannotated trajectories
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Figure 7: Effectiveness of the SEPSIM approach.

(a) Trajectory in the OSM map (b) Result of the baseline approach (c) Result of the SEPSIM approach

Figure 8: Trajectory enrichment results using different approaches.
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effectiveness of trajectories that need to be enriched is grad-
ually increasing. When the number of preannotated trajecto-
ries reaches 4000, the effectiveness exceeds 90% and keeps
increasing steadily. Figure 7(b) shows the change in effec-
tiveness with the increasing test trajectories. It can be seen
that the effectiveness of test trajectories keeps above 90%.

On the other hand, to evaluate the effectiveness of the
SEPSIM algorithm, we compare the semantic trajectories
generated by the baseline approach and by the SEPSIM
approach in the form of visualization. Figure 8(a) shows
the geographical object information represented by red
boxes and corresponding topological relationships of a
given trajectory in OSM map. Figure 8(b) shows the geo-
graphical object information and corresponding topologi-
cal relationships enriched in the given trajectory by the
baseline approach, which annotate all relevant and rea-
sonable geographical object information. Figure 8(c)
shows that trajectory matched with different episodes
represented by different colors annotates the same geo-
graphical object information. It can be seen that the algo-
rithm proposed in this paper can annotate reasonable
semantic information for spatiotemporal trajectories in
geospatial environment.

5.3. Efficiency. In this section, we study the efficiency of our
proposed algorithms. We compare it with the baseline
approach and the LCS approach, which can annotate the
semantic information on the similar trajectories. For each
trajectory in the GeoLife dataset, we generate the semantic
trajectory by the SEPSIM approach, the baseline approach,
and the LCS approach, respectively, to retrieve the running
time. The results of comparison are shown in Figure 9(a).
We can see that the baseline approach and the LCS approach
take more time annotating the same number of test trajecto-
ries than the SEPSIM approach. With the increasing test tra-
jectories, the time spent by the typical approach and the LCS

approach and the time spent by the SEPSIM approach grad-
ually become more time-consuming.

Figure 9(b) shows the efficiency of the SEPSIM approach
with different spatial indexes. Obviously, the time spent by
the SEPSIM with the R-tree index is much less than that of
the other two spatial indexes in the SEPSIM approach,
which means the R-tree index is appropriate to the dataset
in this paper. Meanwhile, the SEPSIM approaches with the
three indexes are faster than the typical approach and the
LCS approach, which represents the high efficiency of our
proposed SEPSIM approach.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of the semantic enrich-
ment process for spatiotemporal trajectories in geospatial
environments. We first directly use semantic information
in preannotated semantic trajectories for annotating spatio-
temporal trajectories by the SEPSIM approach. It includes
three phases: preannotated semantic trajectory storage, spa-
tiotemporal similarity measurement, and semantic informa-
tion matching. We propose an algorithm named Semantic
Information Matching Algorithm based on Similar Epi-
sodes (SIM) for matching semantic information. In order
to improve the performance of efficient enrichment pro-
cessing, we establish an R-tree index to query preannotated
semantic trajectories. Finally, we conduct extensive experi-
ments over a real dataset. The experimental results verify
the superiority of our proposed approach in terms of effec-
tiveness and efficiency.

Data Availability

The trajectory dataset used to support the findings of this
study can be made available at https://www.microsoft.com/
en-us/download/details.aspx?id=52367.
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Figure 9: Performance comparisons among different approaches.
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